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Out of the Mind Matrix is the fifth book from the founder of Sacred Activations, Tamra Oviatt. In

this book, which was taken from the twelve week course of the same name, you will learn very

valuable techniques which can be used to disconnect you from the crazy mind matrix that most

of the world finds itself trapped in.Here’s a sampling of the subjects that are covered in this

powerful course:Clearing Past Incarnations, Clearing Ages Zero to Seven, Deactivate Mind

Control Vibrations, Disconnect from Disease Consciousness, the Galactic Oversoul, and

more.This powerful book from Tamra is one that is a ‘must add’ to your own spiritual library. The

above are merely highlights of the book, as there is so much more for you to discover on every

page of this new offering from her. This book is very deep, informative, and healing as well.
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followPrefaceI’ve had the pleasure of knowing Tamra since 2008. We first met in person on her

moving day. While we’d been friends for a while, we’d never met. One night in an online chat

conversation she told me one night that she was moving the next day. When I offered to help

her, she accepted, telling me that she was healing from a broken leg, so the help would be

welcomed.Moving day was interesting since she was moving from one house that had a tree

quite literally growing up through the middle of it, into another house with a tree growing up

through the middle of it. It was a very interesting day to say the least.During these past ten plus

years of knowing Tamra, I’ve watched her grow. I remember when she received her first

activations and how excited she was about getting them, not knowing what it was all about, but

knowing that it was something very unique and special.As I worked on her book, Heal Yourself

– Heal the World, I witnessed Tamra’s profound gifts as a healer and teacher. One of her

greatest personal strengths is her ability to be vulnerable with both her students and clients.

Instead of appearing to be someone above the others, Tamra owns her humanity and personal

struggles. Along with her depth of insight, these two qualities are among her greatest assets

that empower her to openly follow her calling.Working on this book has been even more

enlightening as I continue to see Tamra’s growth and depth as a teacher and healer continue to

expand again and again.I’m happy that we’re in this video game with one another. You make

playing this game fun.Jim Rogers, Ph.D.May 2019Here’s a sampling of what Tamra’sstudents

have to say about the‘Out of the Mind Matrix’ course.“Tamra is a great teacher. She delivers

just to the point and keeps the course very concise by removing all the noise and delivering

facts. She is a straight shooter. She walks the talk. I loved her courses and Sacred Activations. I

almost completed all her course series. She has made these courses at reasonable/affordable

cost so that it can reach to masses to elevate the collective consciousness on mother earth. I

am blessed to be her student and disciple.”* * *“As soon as I heard Tamra speak on a show I

wanted to check out her work because I felt she was funny and very easy to relate to. I tried a



one week session of ‘Out of the Mind Matrix'... was impressed with the releasing which

happened, so purchased the whole series. I was not disappointed. I'm currently repeating the

sessions because there is great depth and spread to assimilate.”* * *“I find Tamra to be

incredible healer; goddess energy of love and light. She's also extremely down-to-earth as well

as she is gifted. I have followed her for several years now and her gifts keep deepening and

opening I am blown away. I find that her values and her insights on the ways of the world, our

political situation, and how she approaches things. I find I'm in total alignment with which leads

me to believe that she knows exactly what she is doing and I'm very impressed.”For a Free

Preview of the 12 weekOut of the Mind Matrix course go to:bit.ly/freeweek4For More

InformationAbout Sacred ActivationsPlease visit:Where you can get:• Three Free Activations•

Receive A Free Training and the Golden Seals(So you can use all of the activationsin the

trainings on yourself).• Purchase home study coursesfor all our trainings,

including:Foundations TrainingPractitioner TrainingMaster Practitioner TrainingMastering The

Masters*** All home study courses also allow youto attend training either online or in person.

***• You can also purchase interactive onlinetraining classes for any of the above.Additional

courses and Sacred Travel are also available.For more information visitTo purchase this course

at a specialoffer as a reader go to:bit.ly/mindmatrixspecialAbout The CoverI was taking an art

class where I was doing this oil painting of Jesus, but, I was doing a copy of someone else’s

work. I got really frustrated because there was no connection with what I was trying to paint, so

I balled up the piece of paper I’d been working on, threw it on the ground, and told my art

teacher…“I paint because of connection with the Masters and there’s no connection here. I

don’t want to do this.” Then I took a walk.Once I was outside I saw this image of Jesus in my

mind… one with him giving the peace sign, pointing to his heart, and winking at you… ‘cause

everything’s within. So I came home and I painted that image. This painting reminds me how

we get peace… from going into our heart and having peace in our heart… and that’s how we

get peace on the earth.After I painted Jesus I was looking at him and said, “Jesus, look at how

I painted who you are. You’re like a cartoon,” (My art teacher would make fun of me that my

artwork always looked like a cartoon.) So he says, “Tamra, this is the way I want to be and this

is the way I showed up to you. You know, your guys’ version of 3D… of how it has to look like

this or like that… I’m in spirit and I want to show up this way. I like this version of me.” So that’s

really beautiful.So this is what I chose for the cover art for Out of the Mind Matrix. I hope he

makes you laugh. I absolutely love him… I hope that you do, too.DedicationFor my two sons

Kyle and Kendall…And for all those in the world who want to get themselves out of the mind

matrix that holds so many hostage.AcknowledgmentsFirst off I’d thank each one of you who

took this class. I enjoyed you as students and witnessed each of you progress a lot more in

your own growth.I’d also like to thank my son, Kendall for “playing ball” with me as I made such

a rapid change in my life last Fall. It’s been a good one for me, even though at first it felt a bit

scary. However, he got a car out of it, so I don’t think he’s too worried. But I do want to thank

him for being so supportive and understanding.I’d also like to thank Jim Rogers for his work in

helping me complete this book. I really like working with you because I know that you’ll always

give me your best.Finally I’d like to thank God for all of this and more.IntroductionI was told that

this was going to be my next book, so here it is. I now have the process quite well honed, so

now I can write a book much more easily than I ever thought I possibly could. Even though it’s

gotten better, I still have a difficult time with writing, which is why I record my books.What I

know about my mind is that it works in a non-linear, spiral-like manner, so to be linear is very

difficult for me. Since most writing is a linear process, I find writing to be a real challenge.

However, the same situation that makes writing a difficult for me makes speaking and teaching



very easy. As a result, the process that works best for “writing” my books is to “talk them out”

instead.This book is from a twelve week course that I held in the late Summer and early Fall of

2018. The students in the class did really well and because of that it was easy for me to use

the recordings of that class for this book.Each of these twelve chapters is taken from one of the

hour-long weekend classes that were available online. Students from all around the world

attended this class and each of them gained a lot from it.By the time this book is out, this class

will also be available as an online course that any of you can take on-demand. This book can

then be used as a manual to follow along with the class, since it’s in the same format as the

videos for the class. While some of you may feel that the book is enough, I can guarantee you

that taking the class will add so much more to your experience. The book simply gives you a

way to go back through and read some parts and make notes. Needless to say, the two

combined will also be very helpful.To receive a free preview of this course go toTo sign up for

this online course go to SacredActivations.com for details.Love to you all,TamraWeek 1 - Part

1Clearing Your Past IncarnationsCourse Introduction and TeachingHi, welcome. This is Out of

the Mind Matrix. You know, for the last… well long time I’ve been on a journey. In the last six

years I've been doing Sacred Activations and it has expanded me in so many different ways

and keeps expanding me. And things that I thought about for years, or didn't want to look at for

years, just keep coming up into a higher and higher awareness. And I'm embracing it. I’ve been

told I have to write my fourth book and so this is it… Exit the Mind Matrix. And through this, and

through these 12 weeks, what we’re going to be doing is elevating you into the One Mind.

We’re going to be connecting, we're going to be letting go of disease consciousness

completely, lack and limitations, dying, aging, relationships… all of it.Because when we come

into this planet we pick up on so many different belief systems and programs that are here. And

we plug-in like a computer, with a mainframe computer, plug into all these different programs

and we run them. If you're tired of doing that and you're tired of letting the matrix run your life

instead of you running your matrix, that's what this is all about… because it is just a matrix and

it has tons, and tons, and tons, and thousands, and maybe even millions of programs that we

can believe and we can play with.And the cool part is, is when you're done with playing with

them you can let ‘em go. And I'm going to show you how, and I'm going to connect into God

energy. We’ll be erasing these programs through your genetics, through your past lives, your

future lives, and also through the collective consciousness.I wanted to do Alchemy of the

Eighth and Ninth Dimension as activations and I was told I can't do that because people have

to prepare, and if I just did that for people they wouldn’t get it. So what this is about is preparing

to connect you to your oversoul… to your universal soul, even.You know there's really no such

thing as death. It’s just our belief of it. We are eternal beings, and when we die we’re done. We

want out of the game and we’re done, so our life force starts leaving, and we start dying. Or

we’re so bored and lonely that we decide to pick up a disease to keep us company and to keep

us busy.You don't have to do that. You know you can learn, grow, and expand through

happiness and joy. It is not necessary to learn through suffering. This planet is evolving. We are

in the fifth dimensional grid system. And really, what that means is God says ‘yes’ to any of

your desires, so if you want to be sick or you want to be broke, God says yes. You want to have

money, you want health, you want relationships? Guess what? God says yes.And it's key to go

into the one mind because, you know, we have these arguments constantly going on in our

minds of, “Okay, we want to do this.” “No you don't want to do that.” A lot of people call that the

devil. A lot of people call it past lives or subconsciousness, but it's really just our division of our

one mind. And the more we can come into the One Mind of who we are, which is everybody,

the more we create peace in our hearts, and the more that shows up on the planet, and the



faster that shows up on the planet.It's time to expand. And as we gather here, or you’re reading

this later, when you connect into this energy and expand yourself, you’re expanding the whole

world… because we are one.And I promise over these next twelve weeks you’re going to learn,

and you're going to grow, and you’re going to expand. You’re going to come more and more

into who you truly are as an amazing being and very, very important. The fifth dimensional grid

system… I see it as all of our DNA being woven together, and that's like the supercomputer,

too, of the information we’re running on.In 2012 they showed me, when I was in Italy, they took

me up over the grid system and we were preparing the fifth dimensional grid system. I saw the

third dimensional grid system full of all these dark areas. And I said, “What is that?” And they

said, “Sadness and suffering.” It was like a disease in the body.You know, the fifth dimensional

grid system is the Christ Consciousness, and we are the body of Christ, which means if you're

part of a body, you’re super important. Everybody's important and everybody has their role to

play. Whatever it is, you're serving. And when you're doing it in joy and happiness, that's how

you're really serving no matter what you're doing. If you can be in joy and happiness, that’s all

you have to do. And when you are in joy and happiness, guess what happens… you create

amazing things in your life. Why? Because when you're in joy and happiness all those things

that bring you joy and happiness come to you.Now a lot of you might be saying, “I can’t be in

joy and happiness because I have this going on, or that going on, or this going on, or that

going on. Yet when that clears, I can be in joy and happiness. Well guess what? It’s the

opposite! When you can come into joy and happiness, then everything else that does not bring

you joy and happiness goes away. And the more you can focus on joy and happiness, the more

wonderful things happen in your life.You don't have to go save the world. Trust me, I’ve tried.

(chuckles) I kept being told, “Just go inside, Tamra. Just go inside. Connect in your heart.”In

2015 I went and did ayahuasca with a shaman. I always wanted to do it. Yes I used to like

drugs. I took mushrooms, and LSD, and it was fun… (chuckles) and it was interesting. I didn’t

keep doing it but I tried it. And ayahuasca, I’d heard, was a very awakening medication. So I

found someone in Portland, Oregon that does it and I went to their house for a private session

for the weekend.I'm sharing this with you because of what ayahuasca told me, and my

experience. So the first night I was shown a couple things, and then I was told, “that's enough,”

and that I would do more my following night. So my following night I’m drinking the

medication… thank God I never got sick. You know why, because I said, “No thank you, I’m not

into throwing up.” Most people who do that medication throw up, and I just went, “No. (chuckles)

I’m not doing that.” But I froze my butt off. I had like ten blankets on me and I was still shaking

and freezing. But the experience was… ayahuasca, which is considered a spirit in Mother

Earth… and she came to me, when this stuff finally kicked in, and she told me to go into my

heart. And I said, “but it's empty… it’s empty. I don’t want to go in there.” And she said,

“Exactly.”Then I looked and I saw these dark… barking dogs and they were like, protecting my

heart because I was so afraid of being hurt that I closed myself off from receiving love… from

anywhere. I’d been so hurt in my life that I didn’t want to be hurt anymore. I could love others,

buy to really let them love me… no. I always destroyed my boyfriend relationships… the one I

loved. The ones I didn’t love, I married. (laughs) The ones I loved, nope, pushed them

away.Anyways, I think that's the biggest thing on this planet is being able to really go into your

heart.And by the next day… I did the ho’oponopono prayer all night long… please forgive me,

I'm sorry, come into my heart, I forgive you… to all kinds of people. Even this guy that date

raped me… I can’t even say date raped. I met him out dancing, he drugged me, and… you

know how the rest of that goes. But you know, I asked for that experience because I was

always wondered what those girls went through, and what that was like. And I had the



experience.Now I thought I'd forgiven him, but it was when I did the ayahuasca experience that

I totally forgave him and realized, you know, he was just teaching me something that I wanted

to learn… no matter what it is.So through these twelve weeks we’ll also be forgiving people,

and ourselves.But I continued and I said the ho’oponopono prayer all night long. And by the

next morning I could see my heart like the world. And I saw streams, and waterfalls, and plants,

and trees, and animals… it was really, really beautiful.And since then I've been on this journey

to love myself… to really love myself… to honor myself, to respect myself, and to know I'm

amazing. I’ve never allowed myself that. When people wanted to read my books I thought it

was weird.And I share this with you because I'm sure this mirrors for a lot of you. So right here,

right now I want you to know that you're very important. You are as important as anybody else

on this planet. I mean, if you have a broken finger or a sprained finger… how is that? It’s

horrible, isn’t it? And all disease in the body is like disease in the world… it's fighting each

other. It's anger, it’s resentment… that's what causes diseases. That's the same thing that

causes separation in this world. So through this journey we’re going to connect into one mind,

one body, and realize, connect, and know, and be able to be as amazing as we are… and as

important as we are.Part 2Teaching and ExplanationThis section is all about healing your first

incarnation.Now when we come to this planet we decide what we want to learn… and we’re

gung ho and we’re ready, but we've never been on this planet before. And all of the sudden we

jump in and we get downloaded with all these programs and belief systems from all over the

place… from the web of consciousness, from the supercomputer.And then we go, “Holy heck,

what am I doing? (chuckles)What was my plan?Who am I?I feel so small.I don't understand my

powers don’t work here.I can’t snap my fingers and have things be created.What the heck is

this?I must not be good.I must not be powerful.I've lost my power.I don't know how I’ll ever get

through this assignment.What was I thinking?”If that sounds familiar to you, or not, we’re going

to clear it.Part 3Teaching, Clearing, Q & ASo you're here, you've received all those programs,

or have plugged into those programs, and you’re not trusting yourself. You’ve forgotten who you

are. It’s like having amnesia. So you're finding your way and your deciding things to believe and

not believe and you are doing good… but there's something missing.And you might feel like

you don't belong here. You might feel this isn’t your home. Who are these people? I remember

when I was a little girl… well, you know, this is when I was a walk-in. Yeah, I walked in when I

was, like, three. But anyways, I said, “Who are these people? What is this place?” I remember

looking around at my family and going, “Oh she's nice.” And I remember looking at all their

belief systems, but they were like strangers to me.Sometimes we’re very comfortable and very

connected to our families that we come in with, and sometimes were not. Sometimes you look

around the planet and people and go, “I don't know these people. How do I connect with these

people? How do I make relationships and friendships? What do I do? And then you make

friendships and they betray you… and you go, “Wow, that was scary. I really thought they were

my friend.”Or if you're really lucky, you have lifelong friends. Sometimes you grow apart from

them, or sometimes they’re still your friends. It's okay to grow beyond your friends and still have

them as friends. It's not okay to try to keep fitting in with them, though. You have to be who you

are. I don't mean you have to save them, educate them, convert them… but you still love them

just the way they are in their program without judging them.And what does this have to do with

you? Everything. Because when you judge others you judge yourself. And remember, they’re

another part of you, or there is an energy or something they believe or think that you judge

them by. And the connection can just be a heart connection, knowing they’re another one of

you… doing the best they know how.Our first incarnation, we can let go of this trauma, and

drama, and fear, and judgment that we started with… that we continued with. Because



remember, these are programs that you remember, and these [are] belief systems that you

remember, and you keep bringing them through, through each of your incarnations. How many

times have you been reincarnated? Some of you hundreds, some of you thousands, some of

you just a few times. But when we bring a belief system forward we keep building on it, and it

keeps showing up more, and more, and more until we deal with it. And once we deal with it,

once we release it, then it's just discreated and it's gone. And you feel like you took like, a ten-

pound sack off your shoulders or something… off your life. Life becomes easier and more

effortless, and more joyful. And then it becomes more magical.The more you do this, the more

fun you have, the more love you live in, and the more joy you live in. And then there's more

things to be joyful about. You know, people fight about the bees, they fight about the waters,

they fight about the trees. It’s not necessary… you’re just keeping a fighting energy going. Send

everything love. You've seen the experiments with water where you send it love and you’ve

seen these experiments with water where you send it hate. And when you freeze it, it's totally

different!So if you're fearing about our seas, or our lakes, or our trees, or our bees, you’re

sending them that negative energy. Send them love knowing everything is perfect, and

everything in every way is getting better and better.I invite you to go into your heart.We’re just

going to connect into God energy. Everything is inside of you… God is inside of you. And we

are going to unplug you from all the belief systems that you picked up in your first incarnation…

feeling alone, feeling separate. I mean, you're so used to pure God love, and to be separate

from that’s kind of freaky, so let's let that go. Let’s disconnect that… that belief system that your

separate.(pause)So just connect into your heart and allow God to remove that feeling of

separateness… anger, resentment. Just totally letting go of the feeling of separation… all the

trauma from your first life, your first incarnation onto planet Earth.(pause)You might feel

something, and you might not. It’s okay. Just allow the energy… God energy… to clear you…

that feeling of being abandoned, being left, being unwanted… the feeling of not being strong

enough, smart enough, magical enough. Not enough. Let all that go right now.(pause a few

minutes as the energy clears)Self-judgment.(pause)Self-sacrifice.(pause)Dying to leave.

(pause)Releasing all of this energy all the way back through your first incarnation, through

every single life you’ve lived.(pause)Just keep connecting into your heart and allow this energy

to be completely and totally erased.(pause)And all the shock and trauma of coming onto this

planet and being separated from Source energy… releasing all the shock and trauma.

(pause)Just breathe as all of this is being unwound, disconnected, deleted, erased.(pause)Just

allow this energy to be erased through every single cell of your body, with zero memory of the

shock and trauma… the shock and trauma of the birth, of the birth canal.(pause)Just continue

releasing the self-judgment, the separation, the hate, the judgment, the jealousy, the shock and

trauma, the fear of being on earth, the confusion, the amnesia… releasing all of that right here

and right now.There is no longer a need for us to be carrying these energies on the planet. We

are ascending into oneness. There’s no longer a need to run these programs, to have these

belief systems, to run this fear. It's time to come into total love.(pause)And just breathe and feel

this love filling every single cell of your body. You can even imagine that this golden light is

going through every single cell of your body. This golden light is going through all of the Fifth

Dimensional Grid System, sharing this love and light everywhere.(pause)You are so much

more than you give yourself credit for. You have so much to offer. You are so loving and kind to

others. Allow that lovingness and that kindness to come in through you… through every cell of

your body, that love.The love you feel for a kitten or a puppy, or whatever animal that is that just

lights up your heart. Feel that love for that within you, for you.(pause)You are so beautiful. Just

connecting into the energy, in the knowing, in the confidence of who you are, knowing how



important you are. The gratitude. The gift of life. The thankfulness for your experience. There

are so many beings that want to come onto this planet… and they have to wait. What a gift that

you got to come. What a gift to be here, to experience this world of learning. This world has so

many things to teach you and it's so beautiful. And there's so many different varieties. And the

life on this planet is much quicker than a life on many other planets, so you get to learn so

fast.So many different things to teach the universe… so many different things.How lucky are

you? You are so lucky and you are so blessed to be here. And you’re such a blessing to the

world because you are here. Honor that light within you. Honor the light you are. Honor what

you have to bring forward and allow yourself to do that.Remember you don’t have to go save

the world. Just connect into that beauty, that love, and that happiness and joy that is here for

everybody… and, of course, abundance and health. Connect into that. Be that with

determination, with strength, with power. That is within you and that is all of you. Remember

that. Be that. Feel that. Know that.That concludes this section. I invite you guys to do this three

times, and it will continue to level up and to shift you. Give yourself a week, or two weeks, or

three weeks, or even a month between. Go through the twelve-week series. Do a lesson a

week. Go back. Do two lessons a week. Go back. Do three lessons a week. Then watch how

your life shifts. When you’re reading the book there is a form to fill out which you rate yourself

when you start the book on what you believe and how you feel. And then when you're done,

without looking at your first questionnaire, you do it again. And then you compare the two to

see how much you’ve shifted. And if you're on the call, we’re going to get that out to you.

Okay.See sometimes you feel the shifts, sometimes you don't. Sometimes you notice that your

life’s changing at lightning speed, sometimes your life changed and you didn’t even notice. But

when you rate this and you look at your charge you’ll notice how much you’ve shifted, and that

will encourage you to keep going and to keep doing it.You've lived on this earth for eons, and

many times, most of you. Give this energy time to shift you. Over the next three weeks what we

have been doing will continue to run. You might see the belief systems coming up. You might

get emotional. You might not. You might get knocked out where you need to sleep for a day. You

might not. It’s okay. Everybody shifts and changes in different ways.As we continue to go

through this it’s going to keep expanding. At this point I can’t tell you everything. But I know

next week we’re doing from Zero to Seven. In Zero to Seven (the ages of birth to seven years

old), we’re basically in theta brainwaves the whole time. So we've decided a lot of our programs

and what we want to run in this lifetime… our belief systems about our lives, our selves, and

the world. And our economy, how much money we can make, or if we’re going to get sick, or

what we’re going to look like. I remember looking at my mom's hair and going, “I love my

mom's hair. I want that hair.” And I got it. I love my hair. I love my mom's fingernails. I got ‘em.

Oh I love my mom's eyes. I got ‘em. Oh my grandma and my dad's a little fat. Got that. (laughs)

My mom’s not heavy at all. But it was what I focused on, I created… this body and the way I

show up. And we can change all that.So again, when you continue reading we’ll be totally

deleting the belief systems about disease, about aging, about dying… about being broke or

having to struggle, or to suffer. It's just belief systems, it's here in the matrix, and we’re going to

a whole new level on this planet and it's raising fast. Things are moving superfast and there's a

lot of separation going on, on this planet. And a lot of people are just really waking up. So we

just gotta send them love, and ourselves that we fight with, we have to clear it. That’s our jobs.

And to radiate love. That’s our Jobs. That’s what we’re here to do, however we do it.So I want to

thank all of you. Again, if you get emotional don't bawl anybody out, don't yell at them. It usually

takes two to three days for it to really start coming up. Be kind and loving. If you need to cry, go

cry. It’s okay. Just don’t yell at anybody (chuckles) because we're responsible for own feelings



and emotions and how we act.I love you guys. Thank you for joining me on this journey. We will

get that chart out to you. Please fill it out as soon as possible, and I'll see you again next week,

next Wednesday, for the next level. Thank you, Mary. Love you, too, honey.Does anybody have

any questions at this time? It’s a good time to ask questions. Go ahead, Brian.Brian: I may

have missed it, but were their names of activations that I should have been writing down?

Tamra: Yeah, you can to ask me that later, not during the call.Brain: Oh, Okay.Tamra: Thank

you. Does anybody else have any questions? (reading from chatbox) Waves. “Hi everyone.

Quick question. Is there a master list of all activations?” Yeah, the practitioners have them, but

you just look through the website. The website is now in alphabetical order, and if you want to

buy a bunch of them there are groups of them that you can buy. You can go look under

relationships, or health, or abundance, or psychic abilities. And so we discounted them hugely

if you get them in groups. And then if you buy five you get three free. If you buy ten you get ten

free. So we help you do it that way, too, if you want to do that. In the next practitioner training,

you can buy and download the practitioner training right now and get started. We haven't

posted the next class yet. It’ll be in Spring of next year.(Another question in the chatbox) “You

mentioned read the book. What book?”I think I mentioned there is a form that we’re going to

send out. It’s a PDF called Measure Your Success. If you could fill that out that will help you

track yourself and what you're doing.This is going to be a book. This is Out of the Mind Matrix.

This will be my fourth published book. I have, like, another four books that are ready to be

transcribed. I record all my books because I'm dyslexic and even though I can write a lot better

than I used to, it’s still much easier for me just to talk. So this will be being turned into a

book.Somebody's unmuted. If you could mute yourself, please. I don’t know who it is. Oh, I

found you, Sylvia. Or Sylvia, did you have a question? No? Okay.We’ll be going through all of

that sweetie, how to release pain from a breakup. Go into your heart, you can do that. There is

a lot of activations for all of that on the website.

A Practitioner’s Guide To Medical Intuitive: The Transcribed Practitioner Training Course, A

Practitioner’s Guide To The Galactic Akashic Records: The Transcribed Galactic Practitioner

Training Course, A Practitioner’s Guide To Messages In The Akashic Records: The Transcribed

Practitioner Training Course, A Master Practitioner’s Guide To Healing In The Akashic Records:

The Transcribed Master Practitioner Training Course, Sacred Activations: 26 Essential Sacred

Activations To Expand Your Gifts Beyond Mastery, Welcome to the Future: An Alien Abduction,

A Galactic War and the Birth of a New Era, Let The Universe Help You!: How to Get All The

Money That You Want In An Honest And Fulfilling Way (Law of Attraction, Mindfulness &

Motivation) (The law of attraction Book 1), Be Your Own Medical Intuitive: Healing Your Body

and Soul (the Medical Intuitive series Book 3), Advanced Medical Intuition: 6 Underlying

Causes of Illness and Unique Healing Methods, The Akashic Records Masterclass: The

World's Most Comprehensive Guide to Opening the Akashic Records (The Akashic Records

Library Collection), Become a Medical Intuitive: Complete Developmental Course

Rebecca Sinkula, “Be The Change You Want to See in the World.. We are All One...This book

by Tamra Oviatt takes you through her fantastic educational and healing webinar series that

helps you understand how our Beliefs create our Reality and that we are all connected at the

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eaoo/OPMw/vqLLx/Out-of-the-Mind-Matrix-Tamra-Oviatt


Source level. She helps us understand these important Spiritual concepts and she takes you

on a journey of letting go of the energetic programmes and beliefs that hold us back and keep

us from creating real change in our lives. I have been following her and participating in her

work since 2012 and this book is fantastic and a great read. I highly recommend her book and

her Sacred Activations. Thank You!”

Patricia Kennedy, “I really Love This Author adn This Topic. Tamra Oviatt has the most

amazing, effortless methods for helping people clear out the 3-D gunk that is holding them

back. Her newest book, Out of The Mind Matrix, is another perfect example of how simple and

easy her methods are for clearing out all of our unwanted gunk. I love her style of teaching; it is

short, direct, and to the point so that it is easy to understand what she is talking about. And

her activation's are the best part of all. I highly recommend Tamra's books, her courses and

Webinars, and her incredible Activations for anyone seeking easy and rapid Transformation for

their life.  P. Kennedy,  Sarasota, FL.”

Maria Teresa C. Garcia, “One heaven of a ride reading this book!. As a Sacred Activations

Practitioner and Master Teacher, i take all the classes offered by Tamra Oviatt and i always

walk out of the classes knowing more about myself as i become a better citizen of the earth.

Out Of The Mind Matrix was a 12 week series and to me it was a total overhaul, tackling from

the most basic aspects of how it is to be a human to the more complex aspects. Reading this

book was one heaven of a ride as there were even layers added to my already profound

original experiences. This book is not to be missed!”

Dawn, “Excellent book to help you on your journey. Tamra is a leader in her field and she

shares her knowledge and experiences with her readers. As you move along your path of

grown in the spiritual world, this is a book that may assist you on you journey. Opening up and

learning from Tamra is a great way to expand the consciousness that you are and are

becoming.”

S A, “Releasing the energies on different time lines is so so powerful.... I’ve been doing energy

work where the age of 0-7is considered extremely important for the energetic imprints to take

place and thus the patterns repeat themselves as we grow into adulthood. I loved how Tamra

cleared those energetic imprints so easily and effortlessly through her guided meditations but

also different lifetimes...infact all last lifetimes... this is a very powerful healing manual. I

absolutely love it and recommend it to all my lightworker friends.”

I_Love_Ebook Tops, “If you want to change with ease and grace, this book and it’s author are

where to start.. I really enjoyed the “feels” of this book. I’ve followed Tamra and her activations

for awhile now, and they are life changing and simple. Tamras style is easy to follow and

relatable. I recommend her work and activations to anyone looking to grow spiritually quickly

and easily.”

Bianca, “Wonderful tools. Change your perspective on life and all you limiting beliefs you by

into. Like Tamara said live is like a video game.”

angela, “Honest. Tamra Oviatt is honest. Her sacred activations help you to clear the gunk.

Her information is very user-friendly and she tells you like it is.”



Ashley J, “You don't have to suffer in life.. This course was broken up into different sections that

you could partake independently of the full course. I took part in some of the later classes but

always wondered what the first section of the course was like because I was pretty drawn to

that part but never made the investment.I'm glad I bought this book because I could really get

to grips with what the full course was all about and be reminded of the parts I did take. The

teaching I always take away from any of Tamra's courses is you are the creator of your own

destiny, sometimes we don't know what programmes or limiting beliefs are running in our sub

conscious, these beliefs can be so ingrained in us we don't recognise we have the power to

change them, but we always do.These Activations are probably the easiest way to transform

your suffering to joy and happiness, we really don't have to suffer in life. This was/is just a

brilliant course to upgrade you to a new more happy way of experiencing life.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Great book!. Got the book yesterday and went through the first chapter

straight away. Love it as much as I love other Tamra's books. Getting ready for the course

series, woohoo! :)”

Barb H, “This book has the potential to be life changing. This book is written as the transcripts

of a twelve week webinar series of the same name. Tamra has an engaging style of speaking

which comes across as caring and committed to assisting in her student's ability to progress in

their self development and spiritual development, and emphasising personal responsibility. The

guided meditations are specific to each weekly subject, and are easy to understand. I read it

through once and am now contemplating reading again and doing the exercises as per the

instructions. This book has the potential to be life changing.”

anutha, “the book to read. just perfect to understand Tamra work”

The book by Tamra Oviatt has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 27 people have provided feedback.
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